AUTOMATIC STRAPPING MACHINES
RQ-8A / RQ-8Y
RED Stamp Automatic Strapping Machines allow for single or multiple totes and/or boxes to be securely strapped
together. Strappers can accommodate a wide range of requirements from in line machines that secure single totes, to
larger floor models that strap stacks of totes onto a dolly. The RQ-8A Single Tote machine straps single totes, and the
RQ-8Y Arch Strapper allows totes to be stacked on a dolly and then securely strapped together.
The large RED Stamp Arch Strapper will allow for wheeled delivery to stores where this type of delivery is needed. A
single dolly can hold up to 14 totes. The dolly with all 14 totes is then rolled into the store eliminating the need for the
driver to handle each tote individually.
RED stamp Automatic Strapping Machines are integrated with a self-threading system which allows the operator to
avoid opening any panels or doors. Therefore, threading of the strap through the machine is not necessary and loading
of the strap is as simple as the touch of a lever. In addition, these units have an integrated, self-diagnostic monitoring
system - which displays vital machine functions for reliable operation and easy maintenance. An empty strap loop is
automatically ejected when a cycle is initiated without a package on the table. Any forwarding failure is re-tried up to
three times. If re-feeding is not successful, the machine automatically stops and activates a ‘trouble light’. The machine
also automatically stops when the strap coil becomes empty. In addition, only 25 seconds are required for the heater to
reach operating temperature. The strap cycle cannot be initiated until the heater is ready.

Single Tote Strapper (RQ-8A)

Multi-Tote Strapper (RQ-8Y)

RQ-8Y
Specifications (RQ-8A Only)

105” Arch Size

Electrical Supply

110, 120 VAC; 1-Phase; 10 Amps; 60 Hz (RQ-8A Only)

Air Supply

N/A (RQ-8A Only)

Footprint

24” Depth, 49” Width (RQ-8A Only)

Weight

355 LBS (RQ-8A Only)

Performance

40 Straps Per Minute (RQ-8A Only)
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